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This is the tutorial for IBM Debug Tool for z/OS®, one of the IBM zSeries® problem 
determination tools. 
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Using Debug Tool's terminal interface 
� Full-screen windows and navigation 

� Using the debugger 
� Stepping through statements and running the program 
� Program statement breakpoints 
� Monitoring variables 
� Displaying variables in the log 
� Making breakpoints conditional 
� Variable change breakpoints 
� Program entry and exit breakpoints 
� Jumping to a statement 
� Ending the debugging session 

Debug Tool tutorial 

2 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

This is the second of three sections that describes how to use the debugger.
 

This section will cover how to monitor variables, and how to display variables in the log.
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The SET AUTOMONITOR ON setting automatically 
displays variables referenced by the current statement 

Enter 
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p y 

Variables referenced by the current statement 
are displayed in the automonitor 

pStep 

F2 

3 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

An important feature for watching variables is something called the auto monitor. The 
command: SET AUTO ON turns it on. The auto monitor automatically displays the values 
of variables referenced by the current statement. In this case, variables named CUST-ID 
and RPT-CUST-ID are referenced by the current statement, statement number 314. 
Those variables are shown automatically in the monitor window in the auto monitor area. 
Of course, when you step or go to another statement, a different set of variables will be 
shown. 

F2 is pressed. 
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After a STEP. The Automonitor displays variables 
referenced by the current statement. 

IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial 4 © 2012 IBM Corporation 

That stepped to the next statement, 315, which is now the current statement. The auto 
monitor now shows the variables referenced by 315. 
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The SET AUTOMONITOR ON BOTH setting displays 
variables from both the current and previous statements 

Enter 

Current 

Previous 

pStep 

F2 

5 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

By default, the auto monitor displays only variables referenced by the current statement. 
But if you specify the "both" option, in addition to displaying variables for the current 
statement, it also displays variables for the previously displayed statement. This is very 
helpful, because as you are stepping through a program, it will automatically show the 
results of each statement. 

The command "SET AUTO ON BOTH" is entered, turning on the auto monitor with the 
"both" option. Notice that the current statement is 315, and that variables are displayed for 
both statements 315 and 314. Also notice that variable RPT-CUST-NAME will be changed 
when 315 runs. 

F2 is pressed to step one statement. 
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6 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

Statement 315 ran, and 316 is now the current statement. You can see how RPT-CUST
NAME changed in the previous statement part of the auto monitor. 
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A Find command searches for text in a window 

Enter 

y 

The Find command searches the 
source window by default 

pRepeat find F5 

F5 

As you might expect, you can use find commands to find text strings. By default, the find 
command searches for text in the source window. The command: “F cust-i FIRST” is 
entered, and the first occurrence of that text string is located in the program source. The 
F5 key is repeat find. F5 is pressed several times. 
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After repeated Finds 
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As you continue to press F5, the search continues forward in the program, and other 
occurrences of the string are found. 
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FIND command 

� FIND string , or 

� F string , or 

� F 'string ' , or 

� F "string" 
� Finds the next occurrence of string in the source window 

� Or place your cursor in the log or monitor to search in that window 

� The default F5 key finds the next occurrence 

� Frequently used command options: 
� F string MON searches in the monitor window 
� F string LOG searches in the log window 
� F string PREV searches upward from the current position 
� F string FIRST searches downward from the top 
� F string LAST searches upward from the bottom 
� F string 10 20 searches only between columns 10 through 20, inclusive 
� F string 1 20 FIRST LOG shows that the above options can be combined 

IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial 9 © 2012 IBM Corporation 

The syntax of a FIND command is F space, and then the text you are looking for. The 
string can be entered with or without surrounding apostrophes or quotation marks. If the 
string has embedded spaces, then surrounding apostrophes or quotation marks are 
needed. 

Once you issue a find command, you can find the next occurrence with the F5 key. 

You can also find text in the monitor or log windows. The MON keyword specifies that 
the search should be in the monitor window, and the LOG keyword specifies to search in 
the log. 

The FIRST and LAST keywords make the search find the first or last occurrence of the 
string, and the search can be limited to specific column positions, by specifying the 
beginning and ending columns of the range. 
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An M line command adds a monitor that displays all 
variables referenced by a statement 

Enter 

10 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

You can add specific variables to the monitor window, and there are several ways to do 
it. When you are working with programs generated by current compilers, such as 
Enterprise COBOL, Enterprise PL/I, and assembler, you can use M line commands in the 
source window to monitor variables. 

Here, an M line command is entered on line 314. Notice that the statement references 
two variables, CUST-ID, and RPT-CUST-ID. 
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Monitor was added 

11 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

The M line command added monitors for all the variables referenced by the statement. 
These monitors will remain in the monitor window as you continue to step and run the 
program. They are permanent, until you clear them. As the program runs, you can watch 
these variables change. 
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12 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

You can optionally use an M line command to monitor only a single variable. For 
example, an M1 line command will add a monitor for only the first referenced variable. M2 
will add a monitor for the second variable, and so on. 

The line command M1 is entered on line 315. 
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13 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

The M1 line command added a monitor for variable CUST-NAME, which is the first 
variable referenced by the statement. 
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A C line command clears a monitor 

Enter 

14 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

You can clear a monitor with a C line command in the monitor window. Here, C line 
commands are entered next to the two monitors that were just added. 
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Result of C line commands - monitors were cleared 

15 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

The C line commands removed the monitors from the monitor window. 
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A MONITOR LIST variable command adds a monitor for 
a variable 

Enter 

16 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

M line commands can be used with current compilers, but are not available with 
programs that have been compiled with older out-of-support compilers such as OS/VS 
COBOL or VS COBOL II. 

Another way to add a monitor is the "MONITOR LIST …" command, and it can be used 
with any compiler. Here, the command "MONITOR LIST CUST-ID" is typed on the 
command line, and Enter is pressed. 
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That added a monitor for the CUST-ID variable. A "MONITOR LIST …" command has the 
same affect as an M line command, it is just another way to add a monitor for a variable. 
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A MONITOR LIST command adds a monitor for a 
cursor-selected variable 

Enter 

-Save typing by cursor-selecting 
the variable to be monitored 

IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial 18 © 2012 IBM Corporation 

Here are some keystroke-saving tips. First, any keyword in a command can be 
abbreviated. You can type the least number of letters necessary to differentiate each 
keyword from other keywords. So for example, instead of typing "MONITOR LIST", try just 
"MON LIS". 

A tip just for the monitor list command is that you do not have to type in the variable 
name. Type the command "MONITOR LIST" on the command line, or an abbreviation, as 
shown. But do not press Enter yet. Place the cursor on a variable in the source window 
that you want to monitor, and then press Enter. 
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That added a monitor for the selected variable. 
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Tip: Set up a function key for the MONITOR LIST command 

Enter 

gF1 has changed 
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Cursor-select the variable to 
monitor, and press the 
MONITOR LIST function key 

Monitor list 

F1 
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You may prefer to have a function key defined for the "monitor list" command. If you do, 
it can be just that much quicker to monitor variables. In this example, a command was 
entered to change the setting of the F1 key to the "monitor list" command. In the function 
key display at the bottom of the screen, notice the F1 key setting has been changed. 

Once you have a function key set like this, it can be used to add a monitor. In this 
example, the cursor is placed on a variable, and the F1 function key is pressed. 
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That added a monitor for the selected variable. 
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22 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

Remember that a C line command in the monitor window clears a monitor. "C" is entered 
next to a monitor. 
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And the monitor was cleared. When a variable is displayed in the monitor window, you can 
change its value. Notice the current value of the CUST-NAME field: "Lynn, Amanda". 
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The value is overtyped to a different value, and Enter is pressed. 
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The value of a variable was changed by overtyping it in 
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That changed the value of the variable. As the program continues to run, it will see the 
updated value. 
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to display an item in hex format 

Enter 

26 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

Variables can be displayed in the monitor window in two formats: the default format, and 
in hexadecimal format. In the default format, character values are displayed as text, and 
the decimal values of numeric fields are displayed. 

You can use an "H" line command to display a monitor in hexadecimal format. An "H" 
line command is typed next to a monitor, and Enter is pressed. 
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Now the selected monitor is displayed in hexadecimal format, instead of in the default 
format. 
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to reset an item to it's default display format 

Enter 

28 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

You can change the display back to default format with a "D" line command. A "D" is 
entered next to the monitor, and Enter is pressed. 
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That changed the display of the monitor back to its default format. 
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30 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

So far, all of the variables monitored have been simple variables, not groups or structures. 
Here, a group level variable is added to the monitor. Be aware that when you monitor a 
group variable, such as an 01 level in COBOL or a structure in PL/I, all of its subordinate 
variables are also displayed. 
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IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial 31 © 2012 IBM Corporation 

Another important command, when working with COBOL programs, is "monitor list titled 
wss". In this example, it is abbreviated. The command "zoom monitor" is also entered, to 
expand the monitor window to full screen. Enter is pressed. 
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32 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

The monitor window is zoomed in. The "monitor list titled wss" command displayed all of 
the variables in the program's working storage area in the monitor window. 

With so many variables displayed, a "find" command can be very useful to locate 
variables in the monitor. The command "find stats" is entered. 
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That found a variable with the string "stats" in the name. 
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Commands to monitor variables
 
AUTOMONITOR
 

� SET AUTOMONITOR ON , or 

� SET AUTO ON 
�	 Adds a monitor that will automatically display variables referenced by the 

current statement 

� SET AUTO ON BOTH 
�	 Adds a monitor that will automatically display variables referenced by both 

the current statement, and the previously displayed statement 

� Shows the results of statements as you step 

� Frequently used command options: 
� SET AUTO OFF clears the automonitor 

�	 SET AUTO ON BOTH LOG displays the automonitor, and writes the 
same information to the log for every statement executed (use sparingly) 

� Automonitor is not available with some older, out of support compilers 

IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial 34 © 2012 IBM Corporation 

Here is a review of commands you can use to monitor variables. 

"Set auto on" turns on the auto monitor, which will automatically display variables 
referenced by the current statement. It is typical to have the auto monitor turned on while 
you are debugging. 

"Set auto on both" turns on the auto monitor, and in addition to variables referenced by 
the current statement, also displays variables referenced by the previously displayed 
statement. It shows the results of statements as you step through a program. 

If you want to turn off the auto monitor, the command "set auto off" will clear it from the 
monitor window. 

Another option that can be helpful is the "log" option. For example, the command "set 
auto on both log" not only turns on the auto monitor, it also writes the same information to 
the log window for every statement that runs. This can give you a complete documented 
history of the results of every statement. But use it sparingly, since it produces a lot of 
output in the log. It is possible to have a "log file", and if you do, it would receive all of that 
information. 

The auto monitor is not available with certain older, out-of support compilers, such as 
OS/VS COBOL and VS COBOL II. 
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Commands to monitor variables
 
M (monitor) line commands
 

� M line command in the source window 
�	 Adds a monitor (an entry in the monitor window) that displays all variables 

referenced by the statement 

� Mn line command in the source window 
� Adds a monitor that displays the nth variable referenced by the statement 

� M and Mn line commands are not available with some older, out of 
support compilers 

IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial 35 © 2012 IBM Corporation 

You can use an M line command in the source window to add a monitor to display all the 
variables referenced by a statement. If you only want to monitor one variable, enter an M 
line command with a number, to indicate that you want to monitor only the nth referenced 
variable. 

M line commands are not available when debugging programs compiled with some older, 
out-of support compilers. 
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Commands to monitor variables
 
MONITOR LIST
 

� MONITOR LIST variable-name , or 

� MONITOR LIST (with the cursor placed on a variable) 
� Adds a monitor (an entry in the monitor window) that displays the variable 

� Consider defining a function key for MONITOR LIST 
� For example, to set the F1 key: 

• SET PF1 'MONITOR' = MONITOR LIST 
� The suggested setting for a "monitor list" function key is: 

• SET PF1 'MONITOR' = MONITOR LOCAL %CU LIST 
•	 The 'LOCAL %CU' setting is recommended. It hides the monitor entry 

when running in a different program. 

� C line command in the monitor window 
� Clears a monitor 

� CLEAR MONITOR 
� Clears all entries from the monitor window 

IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial 36 © 2012 IBM Corporation 

You can also use a "monitor list variable-name" command to add a monitor for a 
variable. Remember that you can abbreviate commands, so it can be shortened to just 
"mon lis". You can easily monitor a variable by typing "monitor list" on the command line, 
and then placing your cursor on the variable you want to monitor, before pressing Enter. 

Also, consider defining a function key for the monitor list command. If you do, consider 
using the second example, which has the "local %cu" option, which will hide the monitor 
when you are running in different programs, such as subroutines. 

A "C" line command clears a monitor, and you can clear everything that is in the monitor 
window with the single command: "clear monitor". 
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Commands to change how monitored items are displayed 

� H line command in the monitor window 
� Displays the selected item in hexadecimal format 

� D line command in the monitor window 
� Displays the selected item in the default format for it's declared data type 

� Text for character variables, decimal values for numeric variables 
� For some programming languages, variables containing bad data are 

automatically displayed in hexadecimal format by default 

37 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

There are line commands in the monitor window you can use to change the display 
format. An "H" line command changes the display of a monitor to hexadecimal. And a "D" 
line command changes the display back to the default format, showing text for character 
variables, and decimal values for numeric variables. 
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Commands to monitor variables
 
MONITOR LIST TITLED
 

(note 1) � MONITOR LIST TITLED WSS , or 
(note 1) � MON LIST TI WS 

� Adds a monitor that displays all variables in the working-storage section 

(note 1) � MON LIST TI FS 
� Adds a monitor that displays all variables in the file section 

(note 1) � MON LIST TI LS 
� Adds a monitor that displays all variables in the linkage section 

(note 2) � MON LIST TI * 
� Adds a monitor that displays all variables in the current program 

Note 1: COBOL only 
Note 2: COBOL, C, and C++ only 

IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial 38 © 2012 IBM Corporation 

There are other important options for working with COBOL, C, and C++ programs. A 
"monitor list titled wss" command adds a monitor that displays all of the variables in the 
working-storage section of your COBOL program. 

Use "monitor list titled fs" or "monitor list titled ls" to display all variables from the file 
section or linkage section of your COBOL programs. 

The command "monitor list titled *" will add a monitor that displays all of the variables in 
your COBOL, C, or C++ program. 
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Using Debug Tool's terminal interface 
� Full-screen windows and navigation 

� Using the debugger 
� Stepping through statements and running the program 
� Program statement breakpoints 
� Monitoring variables 
� Displaying variables in the log 
� Making breakpoints conditional 
� Variable change breakpoints 
� Program entry and exit breakpoints 
� Jumping to a statement 
� Ending the debugging session 

Debug Tool tutorial 

39 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

Next, you will see how to display variables in the log. 
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An L line command lists all variables referenced 
by a statement 

Enter 

40 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

Earlier, you saw that you can use "M" line commands in the source window to display 
variables in the monitor window. You can use an "L" line command to list variables in the 
log window instead. Here, an "L" line command is entered next to line 315. 
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That listed the values of all the variables referenced by the statement in the log. 
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Use the LIST function key (default=F4) 
to list a cursor-selected variable 

F4 

-

y 

Quickly list a variable by cursor-
selecting it and pressing the 
LIST function key 

42 IBM Debug Tool for z/OS V10 tutorial © 2012 IBM Corporation 

Another way to list a variable in the log is with a "list" command. Notice that by default the 
F4 key is set to the "list" command. In this example, the cursor is placed on a variable in 
the source window, and F4 is pressed. 
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Result of using the LIST function key 
and a cursor-selected variable 
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The variable is displayed in the log. That is a quick way to display the value of a variable. 

Now you have seen two ways to see a variable – you can add a monitor for it in the 
monitor window, or you can list it in the log. When would you use one method over the 
other? Generally, you may want to only monitor only certain variables, so that you can 
always see the current values of the most important variables in the monitor. If you only 
need to see the value of a variable once, and you do not need to watch it continuously, 
consider listing it in the log. That way, your monitor does not get filled up with things you 
do not need. Another difference is that a log entry does not change. If you list a variable in 
the log, you can review it later and you have a history of the value the variable at the time 
you listed it. 

Use any combination of monitor and list that your prefer to display your variables. 
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Commands to list variables in the log 

� L line command in the source window 
�	 Displays all variables referenced by the statement 

� Ln line command in the source window 
�	 Displays the nth variable referenced by the statement 

� L and Ln line commands are not available with some older, out of 
support compilers 

� LIST variable-name , or 

� LIST (with the cursor placed on a variable), or 

� The default F4 key (with the cursor placed on a variable) 
�	 Displays the variable 
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You can use an "L" line command in the source window to list all of the variables 
referenced by a statement. If you only want to list one variable, enter an L line command 
with a number, to indicate that you want to list only the nth referenced variable. 

"L" line commands are not available when working with programs compiled with some 
older, out-of support compilers. 

A "list variable-name" command can be used instead of an "L" line command. You can 
also list a variable by typing "list" on the command line, and then placing your cursor on 
the variable you want to monitor, before pressing Enter. Also, by default, the F4 key is set 
to the "list" command. So you can quickly list a variable just by placing your cursor on the 
variable you want to list, and pressing the F4 key. 

That is the end the second of three sections that describes how to use the debugger. 
Continue with the third part. 
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Feedback 

Your feedback is valuable 

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better 
meet your needs by providing feedback. 

� Did you find this module useful? 

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question? 

� Do you have suggestions for improvements? 

Click to send email feedback: 

mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_DTv12 TutorialTemplate.ppt 

This module is also available in PDF format at: ../DTv12 TutorialTemplate.pdf 
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You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback. 
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